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We investigate the effects which the experimental uncertainty of the neutron charge form
factor can have on the charge form factors of H and He.
NUCLEAR REACTIONS Elastic electron scattering, charge form factors,
three-nucleon systems.
The uncertainty in the present knowledge of the
neutron charge form factor has been shown by
Bertozzi et al. ' to have noticeable effects in pre-
dicting electron scattering from heavy nuclei. In
that reference, the charge form factor of the neu-
tron is parametrized by the equation
Gs(q') =[1+&q'(R,„'-R,')] '
—[1+pq'(R„'+R ')]
with 8,'=0.06fm'. &» equal to 0.63 and 1.07 fm
gives, respectively, the maximal and minimal
form factors compatible with the experimental
data, while &„equal to 0.80 fm simulates the
"standard fit"' to the data.
We have calculated the charge form factors of
the two possible three-nucleon bound states using
H( Hc )(q2) fP(ll ) (q2)Gp (q2) +f&(P) (q2)G Il(q2)
(2)
rametrization moves the diffraction minimum
towards smaller p' values by 0.4 fm ' and in-
creases the secondary maximum by a factor of
1.5. In 'He the diffraction minimum moves towards
larger p' values by 0.2 fm ' while the secondary
maximum increases by a factor of 1.1. Noting
that both G~ and G~ are positive over the range of
q' considered, the trends of these results can be
understood qualitatively from Fig. 1 and E(l. (2).
In the region of small momentum transfer, the
percent effect decreases. In the range 6.0 fm '
& q'&12.0 fm ', the theoretical 'H form factor is
uncertain by approximately 10-15% owing to the
10O
where G~~(") represents the proton (neutron) charge
form factors, while f~s~~") is the proton (neutron)
body form factor of 'H. The body form factors are
taken from a solution of the Faddeev equations'
using the 'S, and 'S,-'D, partial waves of the Reid
soft-core potential4 only. The body form factors,
shown in Fig. 1, are related by
X o
10
10
f""'(q') =f""'(q')
. (2)3H 3He
For G~ we use three parametrizations, i.e., the
maximal and minimal functions of E(l. (1) and the
"standard fit."' The proton form factor G~ is also
taken from Ref. 2.
Theeffects of the experimental uncertainty in
G~ are smaller for 'He than for 'H since 'He has
only one neutron. The largest effects for both
nuclei are found for momentum transfers in the
region of the secondary maximum. Figure 2
shows the triton charge form factor in the region
of its diffraction minimum and of its secondary
maximum for the two limiting choices of G~.
Varying G~ from its minimal to its maximal pa-
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FIG. 1. The ~H neutron and proton body form factors
represented by the solid and dashed curves, respec-
tively.
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FIG. 2. The ~H charge form factor using the minimal
(sol.id curve) and maximal (dashed curve) parametriza-
tions for G& according to Eq. (1).
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FIG. 3. Charge form factors for SH and He. The
form factors with the standard && of Ref. 2 (solid curve)
are compared with the difference (dashed curve) between
the form factors using the maximal and minimal para-
metrizations of ~& according to Eq. (1). The absolute
magnitudes are pl.otted,
uncertainty of G~ For 'He, well outside the dif-
fraction dip, the effect is between 4-9'. Figure
3 illustrates the situation for 'He and 'H. For
each nucleus, the form factor calculated with the
standard G~ is plotted along with the difference
between the form factors calculated using the
maximal and minimal parametrizations of G~ .
This difference represents the uncertainty of the
theoretical form factors due to the experimental
uncertainty of the neutron charge form factor.
The form factors which are presented here have
the usual theoretical problems due to (i) the still
incomplete knowledge of the two-nucleon potential;
(ii) the technical inaccuracies in solving the three-
nucleon Schrodinger equation, which seem to be
greatest at high momentum transfers'; and (iii)
the neglect of exchange-current effects whose size
are still unclear. These theoretical uncertainties
of the three-nucleon charge form factor may be
even larger than those arising from the experi-
mental uncertainty in the neutron form factor dis-
cussed in this note. However, even if the theoreti-
cal problems (i) to (iii) were removed, the effects
of the experimental uncertainty in G~ would per.-
sist and are expected to remain as sizable as
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. This fact makes an ac-
curate experimental determination of the neutron
charge form factor important.
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